
VIOLATIONS AND FINES 

All listings are scanned daily for violations and, if found, agents are notified and asked to correct the infringement. If 
corrections aren’t made, fines are assessed that can lead to suspension of MLS privileges.  An example of a Listing 
Violation:  Any alteration of property photos, ex: adding logos, people, writing, type, etc., per bridgeMLS Rules & 
Regulations. 

This next section lists the Permitted and Not Permitted topics that can be used in Remarks fields. The list below is not 
comprehensive, but should give you a good idea of what is acceptable and what is a violation 

"Participants and Subscribers may not use the remarks in a property profile sheet or listing submitted to the MLS or 
inputted directly into the MLS database for purposes of disparaging other real estate agents or conveying information 
about other offices or for conveying any other information that does not directly relate to the marketing of the listing. (MLS 
Rules and Regulations 12.5)"  

ALWAYS A VIOLATION IN BOTH ADVERTISING/PUBLIC AND CONFIDENTIAL REMARKS 

 Including the name and contact information of a non bridgeMLS member as Co list 

agent

 Fair housing violations (ex. Perfect for first time buyers)

 Noting Backup Offer info if listing is Active

 Offering tangible items as incentives to Selling Agents 
ADVERTISING/PUBLIC REMARKS 
PERMITTED  

 Property description - information promoting the physical attributes of the listing

 Open House information (Not Broker Tour)

 1031 exchange

 Showing info that affects a Tenant

VIOLATION 

 Offer information (ex: Accepting offers on 3/1/06) and Offering Credits towards Closing Costs

 Personal or Company Website information

 Escrow information

 Phone numbers of any kind (Agent, Co list, Escrow, Owner/Occupant etc.)

 Virtual tour links or website addresses

 Showing info including Lockbox info except as noted above relative to Tenants Rights

 List Agent is owner of property (this belongs in Confidential remarks and Disclosure feature group)

 Section 8 restrictions or availability

CONFIDENTIAL REMARKS 
PERMITTED  

 Personal or Company Website information

 Escrow information can only SUGGEST, not REQUIRE, the use of certain Title Companies or Escrow information

 Phone numbers (Agent, Co list, Escrow, Owner/Occupant etc.)

 Co-list agent that is an bridgeMLS member (in a reciprocal listing, co-list can be a non-bridgeMLS member)

 Virtual tour links or addresses

 Noting Backup Offer info if listing is Active Contingent or Pending

 All Showing info

 Broker Tour

 Offer information (ex: Accepting offers on 3/1/06) and Offering Credits towards Closing Costs

 Section 8 restrictions or availability 

Correction Button 
If you see a potential violation or listing data that is incorrect, please click on the CORRECTION link at the top of the 
Agent Detail Reports.  You will see an email popup. You can not address it. Just fill in your concern and hit SEND.  The 
program determines which MLS owns the listing and sends your mail to the correct place.  
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